Let S and T be semigroups, S(r)T a semidirect product, and F a C*-algebra of bounded, complex-valued functions on S(?)T. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the /•'-compactification of S(t) T to be expressible as a semidirect product of compactifications of S and T. This result is used to show that the strongly almost periodic compactification of S (7) T is a semidirect product and that, in certain general cases, the analogous statement holds for the almost periodic compactification and the left uniformly continuous compactification of S@ T. Applications are made to wreath products.
Introduction. Let S and T be semigroups with identities (each denoted by 1) and t: T X S -> S a mapping with the following properties: For each t, t' G T, s G S, t((, •) is a homomorphism
on S, r(t, r{t', s)) = r(tt',s), t(1, •) is the identity map and r(t, 1) = 1. If multiplication on 5" X T is defined by (s, t)(s', t') = (sr(t, s% «') then S X T becomes a semigroup, denoted by S(f)T and called a semidirect product of S and T.
Let S and T have (Hausdorff) topologies relative to which multiplication in S, T and 5© T (with the product topology) is separately continuous (in the terminology of [1] , S, T and S(r)T are semitopological semigroups). In a previous paper the first author, generalizing some results of [10] and [14] , showed that if T contains a dense subgroup then the almost periodic compactification (S(t)T)ap of S(r)T is a semidirect product A1© Y, where Y = TAP and A1 is a continuous homomorphic image of SAP [11] . In the present paper we consider various generalizations and extensions of this result. For example, we obtain the above characterization of (S(r)T)AP under the considerably weaker assumption that AP(T) = SAP(T), and prove that (S(r)T)SAP is always a semidirect product (see §2 for definitions). These results are derived from a general theorem which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the spectrum of a left w-introverted sub-C*-algebra F of C(S(r)T) to be (canonically isomorphic to) a semidirect product of spectra of subalgebras of C(S) and C(T) derived from F. Examples are provided to illustrate the limitations of the theory, and applications are made to topological wreath products.
The main results of this paper (special cases of which may be found in [15] ) are generalizations of work by the first author on compactifications of direct products of semigroups [12] (see also [6] and [3] ).
2. Preliminaries. Throughout this section S denotes a semitopological semigroup and C(S) the C*-algebra of bounded continuous complex-valued functions on S. The operators R(t) and L(s) on C(S) are defined by R(t)f(s) = /{st) = L(s)f(t) (s, t G S).
If F is a sub-C*-algebra of C(S) then SF denotes the spectrum (= space of nonzero continuous complex homomorphisms) of F equipped with the relativized weak* topology, and 5: S -> SF the evaluation mapping. A sub-C*-algebra F of C(S) will be called admissible if F contains the constant functions, F is translation invariant (i.e., R(s)F u L(s)F c F for all s G S) and F is left w-introverted (i.e., the mapping/:
i ->y(L(s)f) is a member of F for each/ G Fand .y G SF). Let w be a continuous function from a semitopological semigroup T into S, and w*: C(S) -> C(T) the dual mapping (w*f = / ° w). In §3 we shall make frequent use of the following fact: if w is a homomorphism and F is an admissible sub-C*-algebra of C(S) then w*(F) is an admissible sub-C*-algebra of C(T). (That w*(F) is a C*-algebra follows, for example, from [17, p. 43] . The other requirements for admissibility are readily verified.)
If F c C(S) is admissible then a binary operation (x,y) -> xy may be defined on SF (specifically, xy(f) = x(fy)) relative to which the pair (X, u) = (SF, Ô) has the following properties:
(i) A" is a compact Hausdorff topological space and a semigroup such that for each^ G X the mapping x -> xy: X -» X is continuous;
(ii) u: S -> X is a continuous homomorphism with range dense in X such that for each s E. S the mapping x -> u(s)x: X -> X is continuous; and (iii)M*C(A) = F. Any pair (X, u) satisfying (i) and (ii) will be called a right topological compactification of S, and an F-compactification if, in addition, (iii) holds. We shall refer to the pair (SF, S) as the canonical F-compactification. F-compactifications of S are unique in the following sense: If (Y, v) also satisfies (i)-(iii) then there exists an (algebraic and topological) isomorphism w from X onto Y such that wu = v. (For this and related results see, for example, [2] , where the general theory of F-compactifications of semigroups is developed in detail.)
A simple example of an admissible subalgebra of C(S) is the space LUC(S) of left uniformly continuous functions on S. This is the space of all functions/ G C(S) with the property that the mapping s -> L(í)/is norm continuous. If S is discrete or a compact topological semigroup then obviously LUC(S) = C(5). If S is a topological group then LUC(S) is the space of all functions on S which are uniformly continuous with respect to the right uniformity. (See [2] and [16] for other properties of LUC(S).) Let F be a Banach space, B(E) the space of bounded linear operators on E, and V a subsemigroup of B(E), where the multiplication in B(E) is understood to be License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use operator composition.
A vector / G F is almost periodic with respect to V if Vf = {vf: v G V) is relatively norm compact in E. If F = C(S) then the set of all functions which are almost periodic with respect to V shall be denoted by
AP(S; V). It is well known that AP(S; R(S)) = AP(S; L(S)) = AP(S; R(S)L(S))
and that this space, which we shall henceforth denote by AP(S) (or simply AP), is an admissible sub-C*-algebra of C(S). Furthermore the /IF-compactification of S is a compact topological semigroup (i.e., jointly continuous multiplication). (See, for example, [1] , [2] , [4] , or [5] .)
Following [5] The following lemma is well known. Since we have not found a complete proof in the literature we include here a sketch of one. (In the proofs of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 below, we shall frequently use without mention the fact that a closed subsemigroup of a compact topological group is a subgroup.) Lemma 2.1. SAP(S) is an admissible sub-C*-algebra of AP(S).
Proof. Every coefficient of a finite-dimensional unitary representation of S is almost periodic, and left and right translates of a coefficient are coefficients. Also, using tensor products one shows easily that the product of two coefficients is again a coefficient. Therefore SAP(S) is a translation invariant subalgebra of AP(S) and hence also left w-introverted. It remains to show that SAP(S) is conjugate closed. Therefore the complex conjugate of a coefficient is again a coefficient, completing the proof.
As a consequence of Lemma 2.1, S has an 5/lF-compactification. It is easily verified that SSAP is in fact a topological group (see [2, p. 118] ).
deLeeuw and Glicksberg have shown that if S has an identity, then SAP(S) = SAP(S; R(S)) [5] . A special case of the following extension of their result will be useful in §3. 
SAP(S; L(S)R(S)) c SAP(S; L(S)) n SAP(S; R(S)).
(
To verify the inclusion Therefore, the closure of L(S)R(S)\D in B{D) is a group, £> is L(S')Ä(5')-unitary, and (2) follows.
Next we prove that 
SAP{S; R(S)) c SAP(S). (3)
Therefore, all four spaces are equal.
Remark. The inclusions (1) and (2) hold if Z is empty but the other inclusions may fail. As an example, take S to be a left zero semigroup. Then In the next section we shall need the following properties of compact topological semigroups (see, for example, [9] ): Every compact topological semigroup S contains a minimal ideal M(S). M(S) is closed and is the union of the minimal right (left) ideals of S. The right (left) ideals of S are exactly the sets eS (Se), where e is an idempotent of M(S). As a consequence, if í G M(S) then there exist idempotents d and e in M(S) such that ds = se = s. An idempotent e in S is said to be primitive if ef = fe = f2 = f implies e = f. A necessary and sufficient condition for an idempotent e G S to be primitive is that e G M(S).
SAP(S; R(S)) = C(S), but SAP(S) = SAP(S; L(S)) = SAP(S; L(S)R(S)
3. Compactifications of 5© T. Let S and T denote semitopological semigroups with identities and 5© T a semidirect product as defined in §1. We shall assume that S(t)T, with the product topology, is also a semitopological semigroup. Simple sufficient conditions for this are that 5 be a topological semigroup and t be separately continuous, or that T be discrete and r(t, ■) be continuous for each t G T. In this section, we determine the structure of F-compactifications of S©F for various admissible sub-C*-algebras F of C(5©F).
We shall denote by px\ S©F^ S and p2: 5©F^ T the projection mappings and by q1: S -» S(r)T and q2: T-^ S(r)T the injection mapping (q^s) = (s, 1), q2(t) = (1, t)). Note that qt and q2 are homomorphisms and therefore q*(F) and q*(F) are admissible whenever F is admissible. /?2 is also a homomorphism, but in general px is not, and it is this latter fact which distinguishes the problem of representing (S(r)T)AP as a semidirect product from the corresponding problem for the direct product case.
The following theorem for the special case of a direct product was essentially . If g G q*(F) we shall let g denote the unique member of C(A) such that w*(g) = g, and similarly for functions in q*(F).
We show first that F is the closed linear span of all functions g, <8> g2 (g, G qf(F)), where g, <S> g2(s, t) = gi , 0) (x G A, í G F) . Let x G X and (w(í")) a net converging to x. Then /(x)(i) = \imnf(sn, t), and since f(S, •) is relatively norm compact, this convergence must be uniform in t G T. Therefore /(A) c A, and it follows easily that/: A -> ^C^7) ¡s continuous with respect to the weak* topology on A and the norm topology on q*(F). Thus/is the uniform limit in x G X and / G T of finite sums of functions g, <8> g2, gj G C(A"), g2 G <?*(F) (see, for example, [18, p. 448] ). Since u*C(X) = qf(F), f has the desired approximation property.
By the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem, the functions g, <8> g2 (g, G q*(F)) span a dense subspace of C(A X Y). Since (u X u)*(g, ® g2) = g, ® g2, it follows from the result of the preceding paragraph that (u X v)* maps C(A X Y) onto F. Therefore, if (Z, w) is an F-compactification of S(r)T, (w*)~l(u X t>)* maps C(A" X Y) isomorphically and isometrically onto C(Z) and is thus the dual of a homeomorphism <j>: Z -> A X y such that m X v = <f>w. Now give A X y the unique multiplication which makes <j> a semigroup isomorphism. Properties In particular p(v(\), ■) is the identity mapping and p(y, u(l)) = w(l). For any j, s' G 5 and f, /' G F, (w(í), o(r))(u(í'). v(t')) = (m X u)(ít(í, í'), «O = (u(s)u(t(í, s')), v(t)v(t')) = (u(s)p(v(t), u(s')), v(t)v(0). Letting successively u(s') -h> x', v(t') -*y', v(t)^> y and u(s) -» x gives (x,y)(x',y') = (xp(y, x'),yy'). From this we have (p(y, x)p(y, x'),y) = (p(y, x),y)(x', "(1)) = (u(\),y)(x, v(\))(x', v(l)) = (u(l),y)(xx', v(l)) = (p(y, xx'),y), so p(y, •) is a homomorphism. Also, (p(yy', x),yy') = («(1), ,/)(*, v{\)) -(«(l),7)(«(l),/)(x, o(l)) = («(l),.y)(p(>>', x),/) = i>(^, p(/, x)),yy'), hence p(>y', x) = p(y, p(y', x)). Thus, p has the required properties and A X Y is the semidirect product A© T. Therefore (b) implies (a). 
Finally, if (a) holds then (u X t>)*C(A X Y) = F, from which it follows easily that u*C(X) = <7*(F) and v*C(Y) = tf*(F). Our first application of Theorem 3.1 is to the almost periodic compactification of S(t)T. Before stating the result we introduce the following notation: Define \p: S(t)T-^ B(C(S)) by ^/(s, t)f(s') = f(sT(t, s')). Then \p is an antirepresentation of S(t)T, and AP(S; \p(S(r)T)) is

(b) q*AP(S(7)T) c AP(S; ^(S(t)T)). (c) (qlPl)*AP(S(r)T) c AP(S©T). (d)AP(T) = SAP(T). (e) For each t G F, either R(t) or L(t) (as operators on AP(T)) is an isometry.
(f) There exists a dense subset Q of T such that for each t G Q, either Tt or tT is dense in T.
(g) T is topologically left or right simple. Finally, we show that (j) implies (c). Let/ G F, g = (q^Pi)*f, and ((s", /")) any net in S(r)T. We may assume that (sn) converges in S to, say, s'. We shall show that R(sn, tn)g(s, t) = f(sT(t, s"), 1) converges uniformly in (s, t) to f(sr(t, s'), 1). If not, then there exists e > 0 and a subnet (s'k = s"ik)) of (sn) and nets (sk), (tk) such that for all k, I/(V(?*, 4), 1) -f{skr(tk, s'), 1)| > e.
Proof. Let F = AP(S(r)T), H = AP(S; 4<(S(t)T)). One easily checks that
We may assume that L(sk, 1)/converges in norm to some h G F. In particular,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and f(skr(tk, s'), 1) -h(r(tk,s'), i)-»0.
This and the equicontinuity of t(T, ■) imply that f(skr(tk, s'k), I) -f(skr(tk, s'), I) ^0, which contradicts the above inequality. Therefore g G F completing proof.
Remarks. The implication (h) =* (a) was obtained (by different methods) in [11] . If 5©F is a direct product (r(t, s) = s for all s and t), then^S: xP(S(r)T)) = AP(S) and hence (b) automatically holds. Thus Theorem 3.2 includes the result of deLeeuw and Glicksberg on /IF-compactifications of direct products [6] . (See also [3] , [12] .)
The A F-compactification of S (7) T cannot always be represented as a semidirect product, as the following example demonstrates:
Let S be the interval [a, 1] (0 < a < 1) with the usual topology and with multiplication s*s' = ss' \/ a (where ss' denotes the ordinary product of s and s'), and let T be the set of positive integers with the discrete topology and the usual multiplication. Define t: T X S -^ S by j(n, s) = s" V o. The function f(s, n) = si/n is in AP(S(t)T)
as is easily seen from the identity L(s, n)f(r, m) = si/mnf(r, m) \J al/nm. On the other hand, the identity uV(l, n)q*f(r) = rn \J a shows that qff £ AP(S; \P(S(7)T)). Therefore, condition (b) of Theorem 3.2 does not hold.
Our next result gives sufficient conditions for the minimal ideal of (S(t)T)ap to decompose into a semidirect product. 
Condition (6) is satisfied if (à) of Theorem 3.2 holds or if r(t, S) is dense in S for each t in a dense subset of T.
Proof. For any y G M(Y), I = {x G A: p(y, x) G M(X)} is nonempty by (6) and is an ideal of A, so M(X) c I and therefore p(y, M(X)) c M(X). It follows that A/(A~)©M( Y) is defined.
Next, let us show that 
To verify (8) it is enough to show that p(y, M(X)) is an ideal of A. Let x G X, a G M(X) and let d be any member of M(X) such that dp(y, a) = p(y, a). By (6) there exists b G A such that xd = p(y, b). Then xp(y, a) = xdp(y, a) = p(y, b)p(y, a) = p(y, ba), which shows that p(y, M(X)) is a left ideal of A. A similar argument shows that it is ateo a right ideal. This establishes (8) . For (9) , given e and c choose x G X such that p(e, x) = c. Then c = p(e2, x) = p(e, p(e, x)) = p(e\ c).
From (8) Our next result asserts that, in contrast to the almost periodic case, the SAPcompactification of 5© F is always a semidirect product. As with Theorem 3.2, it is convenient to state the result in terms of the mapping \p defined earlier. We have been unable, so far, to find a satisfactory application of Theorem 3.1 to the space of weakly almost periodic functions (see [1] , [2] , [4] , [5] , or [8] for definition). This is hardly surprising since even in the case of direct products stringent conditions must be imposed for a IF/lF-analog of 3.2(a) to hold [3] , [12] . The LUC case is somewhat more amenable to treatment, and as an example we offer the following result, the proof of which is a straightforward application of Theorem 3.1 to LUC(S(r)T). 4. Application to wreath products. Let F be a discrete semigroup with identity acting on the right on a set A. Thus, there exists a mapping (a, t) -+ at: A X F-> A such that (at)t' = a(tt') and a\ = a. (The standard example is A = F with right multiplication as the action.) Let S be a semitopological semigroup with identity and SA the product space with the usual coordinate multiplication and product topology. A typical point of SA will be denoted by a = (sa). Define t: T X SA -* SA by t(í, a)(a) = a(at) (a G SA, t G F, a G A). The semidirect product SA©F is called an (abstract) topological wreath product of S and F and is denoted by S wr F. (A survey of the algebraic theory of wreath products of semigroups may be found in [19] . For topological questions, see, for example, [7] , [13] .)
The following theorems illustrate how the material in §3 may be applied to gain information about the structure of certain F-compactifications of S wr T. A theorem on general F-compactifications of 5 wr 7 may be obtained by combining Theorem 3.1 of the previous section with Theorem 3 of [12], but we shall restrict ourselves here to the cases F = AP(S wr F) and F = SAP(S wr T). of S wr F, where X is the image of the compact topological group ZA under a continuous homomorphism 9, and u: SA -» X is defined by u((sj) = 9((w(sa))).
